AccuCare 9.8W Release Notes
Summary of Bug Fixes and Enhancements
-

Lag time in Custom Form is causing customers to think they have to enter their password
twice to sign off on a document.
o Fix with a loading panel indicator to show the user their request is being saved. When
they enter their password to sign off on the document, initially nothing happens and
then the password box displays again with an empty password field. This is making the
user believe they need to enter their password again. Upon triaging it was found that
if the user enters their password once, the first time and then waits and waits, the
document does get signed and the dialog box will go away. The loading panel
indicates to the user that the system is still saving the sign to help the user from
thinking they need to enter their password a second

-

Billing Transfer - Unit and Amount are displaying the incorrect calculations for transactions
coming over from Progress Notes
o On the Services Setup, when Service Codes has a Time per Unit and a Type of Time filled in
and that same service code is used on a progress note that has the time recorded, the unit
and amount are being calculated wrong and the unit and amount that shows up in the
billing transfer is incorrect.
*Note* when the service is being pulled from the scheduler, the unit and amount are
correct. Only when the note is being pulled from the progress notes into billing transfer.
The same calculation that is being used when the Unit and Amount for Service Code with
the Time per Unit and Type of Time with the Service Code should also be used for the Unit
and Amount when the Service is being pulled from the Progress Note.

-

GPRA questionnaire (Phase 1) – This is an update to questionnaire covers version OMB No.
0930-0208. The new GPRA questionnaire is only accessible in the system questionnaire
module and must be activated. The questionnaire will generate a standard Question and
Answer Report for the GPRA Intake, Follow-up, and Discharge questionnaires. You will be able
to preview, print, file, and sign the report electronically.
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